
Reverence Hotels 6Points Mallorca 2024
Early information for Riders

Planning is well underway and 2024 will be our most ambitious year - ever!
As you know, we conduct a survey after every 6Points Mallorca and you are good
enough to give us a very healthy response. We really take your comments very
seriously indeed and we feed them into the program for the future.
Some headlines for you:

Routes:
One of the themes running through the Survey responses was that many of you
wanted to ride on smaller, less trafficked and more picturesque roads (particularly on
the way from Alcudia to the east on Stage 2 and also at the end of Stage 3 around
Palma).
Of course, it is our goal to listen to you, our riders, and to put on the very best
multi-day endurance cycling event in the world.
So, we have created a new set of routes to accommodate your requirements.
And, it’s exciting - it is good to do new, fresh things!
And your choices are actually very simple - please see the “Route choice guide”
below - it’s as easy as 1, 2 or 3.

Route choice guide:

1. Do you want to do the long, tough Muntanas route? Choose 6Points
Muntanas (415 kms and 5876 metres of climbing).

2. Do you want to do the easier Valles route? Choose 6Points Valles (373 kms
and 4136 metres of climbing).

3. Are you an elite endurance cyclist and want to Everest (climb over 8849
metres)? Choose 6Points Everesting (533 kms and over 8945 metres of
climbing).

Muntanas - Stage 1 will go directly up the fantastic Tramuntana from Port Adriano -
this is arguably one of the finest rides anywhere. Stage 2 will ride beautiful Cap
Formentor (of course!) and then follow lovely camis (small roads) from Puerto de
Pollensa which will make it a much more fun and exciting ride. Stage 3 will go west
through the beautiful farmlands and then do the wonderful San Salvador climb and
on to Santa Maria before heading south to return to Port Adriano for a hero’s
welcome. Numbers? Muntanas is 415 kms and 5876 metres of climbing.

Valles - Stage 1 will be the same as in 2022, going up the inside of the Tramuntana
and over the fabulous climb to Lluc and then down to Puerto de Pollensa (you will
have an option to miss out on the Lluc climb (it really is gorgeous!) and go straight to
Puerto de Pollensa). Stage 2 will be the same as for Muntanas and Stage 3 is also



the same as for Muntanas but without the El Salvador climb. Numbers? Valles is
373 kms and 4136 metres of climbing.

And… the BIG one….. Everesting - the tough guys and gals will do the same route
on Stage 1 - 188 kms and an eye watering 4077 metres vertical! Stage 2 is new and
it will take you through the small picturesque camis and will be 190 kms and just over
2800 metres. Stage 3 is a lot shorter to let you start later and get you back to Port
Adriano earlier and will still give you about 2000 metres of climbing. Numbers - do
you really want to know?? 533 kms and over 8945 metres of climbing.

We are very excited about the new routes! We are doing this as a result of your
feedback and it will certainly improve the rider experience by avoiding busy, heavily
trafficked roads and prioritising the things that make cycling in Mallorca special -
beautiful scenery, bike friendly roads and the opportunity to discover hidden gems
whilst riding in great company.

Reverence Hotels 6Points Challenge Mallorca - Strava Routes for 2024

6Points Everesting - 533 kms 8945 metres
Stage 1 - 188 kms 4077 metres
https://www.strava.com/routes/3152922099513824098
Points - Points: Sant Elm - Puig Major
Stage 2 - 200 kms 2873 metres
https://www.strava.com/routes/3153003912589891426
Points: Cap de Formentor - Puig de Santa Magdalena
Stage 3 - 144 kms 1922 metres
https://www.strava.com/routes/3152964858911815380
Points: Puig de Sant Salvador - Puig de Randa

6Points Muntanas - 416 kms 5899 metres
Stage 1 - 143 kms 2761 metres
https://www.strava.com/routes/3096887766229536304
Points: Puig Major - Coll de Femenia
Stage 2 - 138 kms 1726 metres
https://www.strava.com/routes/3096906084524300060
Points: Cap de Formentor - Puig de Santa Magdalena
Stage 3 - 135 kms 1412 metres
https://www.strava.com/routes/3096908849941936574
Points: Puig de Sant Salvador - el Mar

6Points Valles - 373 kms 3969 metres
Stage 1 - 113 kms 1479 metres
https://www.strava.com/routes/3096890256824507838
Points: Santa Llucia - Coll de sa Batalla - Coll de Femenia
Stage 1 (short option) - 96 kms 974 metres
https://www.strava.com/routes/3154036501469766882
Valles - Stage 2 - 135 kms 1566 metres
https://www.strava.com/routes/3096911520368276926
Points: Coll de la Creueta - Cap de Formentor

Valles - Stage 3 - 126 kms 924 metres
https://www.strava.com/routes/3096913494815513372
Points: Col des Tords - el Mar
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Hotels and dining:

We are delighted to welcome back Reverence Hotels for the fifth successive year
and they will, of course, be offering you a special price to stay at their wonderful
Santa Ponsa Hotels before and after 6Points. Please support them, they are
wonderful Title Donors!
Our Welcome and Briefing Dinner will be on Thursday 16 May at the pool in the
Reverence Sky Hotel in Santa Ponsa and the food and ambience will be excellent,
as always.
The Port Blue Hotel in Port de Pollensa earned great ratings during the survey and
we will be staying there again on the Friday night.
And on Saturday we are delighted to be back at the highly popular and newly
renovated Hipotels Mediterraneo Hotel in Sa Coma
https://goo.gl/maps/zw3PsPhg7UuUppTN9

The Finale Fiesta is going to be even better and we will be asking for your help to
co-ordinate your arrival at Port Adriano between 16:00 and 17:00. This will improve
the whole Fiesta experience.

DO NOT MISS THE BEST RIDE OF YOUR CYCLING YEAR!

Register now at: https://6pointschallenges.com/2024-mallorca-registration/
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https://6pointschallenges.com/2024-mallorca-registration/

